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The new website is pretty close to its final look. You can go to ebcpl.org to see it. The front page 

is password-protected: password3. Right now there is a lot of placeholder content, over the next 

2 weeks I’ll be filling those in. I’m hoping we can release it by the end of September.  

For the form and function of the website I wanted to focus on a clean, simple, non-busy layout, 

hopefully that came through. If you feel like any content is missing this is the time to let me 

know. With this new website, new pages can be generated and made to look nice pretty quickly. 

An example of this is the sports photo’s gallery: it was actually done with the new website and 

didn’t take long to spin up. 

There were requests for a friends page, hopefully that’s been fleshed out to their liking. There’s 

an option to join the Friends on their page with all of the options from the Friends brochure. 

Memberships done in this way are handled through PayPal: payments, cancellations, anything 

subscription-related are done through PayPal. Their photo gallery and current fundraisers need 

some filling in.  

There was also a request for a board portal. Without knowing exactly what’s needed I put 

together how I imagined it. It’s a hidden page, go to ebcpl.org/bopo and you’ll have a pretty 

Spartan board portal. We can add to it if something’s left out, currently it’s only designed to have 

entries for meetings where we can upload files, pictures, or text for you to look at/download. 

There are only 2 placeholder entries right now, to go into them you’ll need a password: board. 

(We’ll change that). As more are added the list will become scrollable.  

Feedback is super important here. I’ve been working on the website mostly by myself- I’ve 

gotten good feedback from Danielle and Cheryl but after staring at the same thing for so long it’s 

hard to tell if something is good design or just something I’m used to. You all should have my e-

mail (and if you don’t, it’s on the website now) so let me know. 

Once we decide to launch it, I’ll contact ES11 (our current provider) and ask for them to set up 

“redirects” to our new website- this means anyone putting in our old website address will 

automatically be redirected to the new one. Basically our old website will cease to be. I’m also 

ready to transfer our website with regards to Google- while redirects are nice, people will still 

Google us and it’s important they can still find us, our search rankings will drop initially but 

should recover quickly.  
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